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intentional wedding plannING stateside & worldwide








Experience More
Inspired by your story, designed to perfection, and planned and produced using the talent, perspective, and confidence of two wedding experts—with Julian Leaver Events, you can trust that your dream will be well worth the wait.




show-stopping DESIGNS

intentional PLANS

unforgettable EXPERIENCES


discover more





we are
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discover more
Discover more about us and our approach.

After a combined 30+ years in event planning and luxury hospitality, we know precisely how to create spectacular events and wow-factor celebrations. And we know what needs to happen, and when, to see that you and your guests experience the magic of each moment. 


We also know the journey to get there doesn't start with our style, experience, or taste.


It begins with you.



Because you are the hero of this love story. 



We're merely the dream team who will make it all happen.


A TEAM with UNSURPASSED EXPERTISE and IMPECCABLE TASTE 
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- cATHARINE, Bride

“I did not know I had a "dream wedding" until I met Julian and Sarah.

They are supportive, creative and the very BEST at what they do.”


“Julian and Sarah are the legit 'dream team.'”





Together, let's take your dreams and ideas and translate them into an epic experience that you and your loved ones will remember forever.


A celebration that no one has seen or experienced before.



A CELEBRATED COLLABORATION
for an event like no other


THE JLE EXPERIENCE
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Fresh ideas and innovative plans for fully immersive experiences and boundless celebrations.


LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES


Hyper-unique weddings and events defined by your vision, story, and style -- and refined by our exceptional taste.


story-driven design
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Exclusive access to the very best vendor partners worldwide.


WORLD-CLASS RECOMMENDATIONS


Calm and joyful professionals who will meet you where you are and guide you— with discretion and good judgment.


CONFIDENT LEADERS
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Experience More
Intuitive service and uncompromising attention to detail to ensure a seamless and enjoyable experience for all.


FLAWLESS EXECUTION
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- ALEX & MOLLY

“We had an amazing experience with Julian Leaver Events. They were incredibly professional and knowledgeable. And helped elevate every idea we came up with.”


“They took our vision and executed it beyond what we could have imagined.”





We'll ask questions. You'll share stories.

 

Together, we'll organize your dreams into a design.

And thread your tale through the telling.



 MODERN CREATIONS 

steeped in your history 


The Portfolio






view more Love Stories
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Not Your Typical Island Wedding


ST. THOMAS, U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS

Caitlin & D.A.
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Finding Hope and Love in Unexpected Places


Dallas, Texas

Megan & Matt
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Fortune Favors the Bold - and Those Who Plan Ahead


Aspen, Colorado

Sarah & Ross











- ELLIE & STEPHEN

“I honestly can’t say or think of one negative thing that happened before or during the wedding. You guys made everything so stress free and special. We will never forget it and neither will any of our guests.”


“It was all perfect!”
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Julian Leaver Events is a luxury wedding planning firm based in Dallas, TX, working with couples around the globe.


About




Let's get started.
julian@julianleaver.com

214.908.7439
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let's get started
After a combined 30+ years in event planning and luxury hospitality, not only can we see the end goal 
but we know the path through. 



And together, we’d love to walk that path with you. 


We're Julian Leaver Events
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